
Sr.No RFP Section RFP Requirement 

Statement

Questions Response by MTC 

1 A.1.19 AND A.4.41 What is the validity period of prices submitted on the tender and when 

can the prices change?

At least 90 days to allow MTC to make a decision, 

after award, the prices must be valid for 24 months 

subjected to ROE fluctuations only

2 A.1.19 Is the briefing meeting compulsory? No, it is not

3 A.1.19 the link via zoom is the only meeting that needs to be attended? Yes

4 A.1.8 Prices fixed for 2 years after being awarded? Yes

5 A.1.31, A.1.66-70 certificates and documents of the company should be stamped by 

authority such as the Police Dept? if so what is the oldest certified 

copies that can be submitted Yes, at least within the last 6 months

6 B with regards to the specifications of the manholes, what are the sizes of 

the specifications required? For example an 600mm diameter x 600mm 

high complete hand-hole only

Various locations call for different solutions, sizes 

and dimensions. The tenderer must indicate the 

various options available

7 A.1.61 Can only one submission from a manufacturer be submitted and the 

manufacturer must appoint one company to submit  or can a 

manufacturer send prices to multiple contractors or supplier and still 

submit for the tender? Only one "marriage" is allowed

8 A.1.9.1 NPPC - stating you must have a BBBEE accredited with NPPC. For 

foreign companies are we allowed to submit based on South African 

approved accredited companies?

BEE is only applicable to locals as any preference is 

only available for locals

A.1.31.10 As mentioned above point, are south African accredited companies 

allowed to provide the manufacturer with certificate for submission? Yes

A.1.58 Should the agent and the tenderer supply documentation / contract 

drawn in place representation the tenderer? This question is not clear

A.1.58 As mentioned above point, are south African accredited companies 

allowed to provide the manufacturer with certificate for submission? Yes

A.1.69
Letter of intent by financial institution - can liability insurance letter be 

submitted?

Yes, but MTC also wants to asses the supplier's 

ability to deliver on large orders without advance 

payments

B
Can the manufacturer offer a full range of product specifications for the 

end-use to use and install? For example many sizes may be offered
Yes

B

with regards to the load classes, are Heavy specifications installed on 

roads with high traffic areas or heavy duty refers to pavement 

installations?

Heavy duty refers to high traffic areas, but this 

doesn’t necessarily exclude pavements

NDA DOCUMENT
PAGE 8/8 is to be filled by MTC authorities only? No, the tenderer needs to fill out the first page, initial 

every page and sign the last page

A.1.9.1 It is our understanding that Namibia no longer has a policy on BEE. Is 

the evaluation criteria (refer to A.1.31.10 of the Conditions of Tender 

document) for BEE compliance specified under different terms? Please 

clarify the status quo of BEE compliance

MTC has a BEE policy in place, hence the request to 

submit BEE certificates

B We note the specifications/scope of work under the Technical 

Requirements. Will MTC provide the full set of specifications pertaining 

to the required manholes?

The tenderer is required to submit their entire 

portfolio as MTC's decision to purchase a certain 

dimension depends on the location's requirements

B We are working on the above mentioned tender documents and would 

like to know are there any dimensions that MTC requires for the 

manholes ? 

No dimensions, MTC will probably use different 

dimensions for different places / locations, Please 

submit your options

B On page 4, it's mentioned that there is Appendix D- Project Specific 

Terms of Reference but on the website there is no Appendix D Appendix D is part of the tender document , should 

be the last page of the document

A.1.8 Is there a Bill of Quantities to price? No, there is no BOQ, as BOQ depends on your 

solution.

B Do you have any drawing/specific quantities available ? We don’t have drawings at this stage, we are looking 

for various solutions suitable for various locations. 

Please submit your entire portfolio.


